ENThealth+ Subscriber Agreement

This Agreement governs the use of any and all AAO-HNSF ENThealth+ content by the individual on behalf of the practice (“Subscriber”) named in this order of an ENThealth+ subscription. By executing and purchasing an ENThealth+ subscription, you expressly agree to be bound by, and comply with, this Agreement.

The AAO-HNSF grants to Subscriber a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to distribute, via handout, ENThealth.org content provided through the ENThealth+ On Demand program. If the Subscriber has also purchased the Online option then the subscriber is granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable, limited license to upload content from the ENThealth+ Online program to the Subscriber’s website.

Subscriber agrees that it will not alter or modify the ENThealth+ content in any way. Subscriber shall include the following copyright notice to appear with ENThealth+ content:

*With permission of the American Academy of Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery Foundation, copyright ©2019 or present. All rights reserved.*

This Agreement is effective through one year of date of purchase. If the Subscriber does not renew, Subscriber agrees to remove the ENThealth+ content from their website within 14 days of the end of their subscription. Subscriber also agrees to add updates to ENThealth+ content housed on their site within 14 business days of notification from the AAO-HNSF.

AAO-HNSF owns all right, title, and interest in and to the ENThealth+ content, or has a valid and current license to use such works. No title to any of the ENThealth+ content or ownership of related intellectual property rights is transferred from the AAO-HNSF to Subscriber.